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Quarantine
Station

Polaroid Installation
By Nicole Cullinan. All photos represented in this document are
of Cottage 3 and the surrounding land at Quarantine Station,
Police Point, Portsea, land of the Bunurong people.

In April 2021, I was invited by Mornington Peninsula Shire
Arts and Culture team to exhibit a photographic essay taken
during my time as a creative resident at Police Point
Cottages. I was one of the last creatives to stay in the
quarantine cottages before the worldwide Covid 19
pandemic began. Police Point originally housed people
quarantining under canvas. This exhibition is presented as a
series of black and white polaroids covering the walls of the
cottage. No one got to see the exhibition in person as we
were returned to lockdown in June 2021. I felt prompted to
take these photos during my stay by a desire to explore
what it must have been for those who lived through the
Spanish Flu. The house is quite original, built in 1923, and
the floor plan has remained the same. It was easy to
transport myself 100 years previous. I had grown up with
stories of the Spanish flu. My grandmother was born in
1923, one of five children, but she didn't know her siblings
as they all died of Spanish flu before she was born.

Top Left - Nicole Cullinan writing at her
desk in Cottage 3
Bottom Right - Plans for Cottage 3

'Memorials of
human frailty
are few and far
between'
PHILLIP GOAD
THE ARCHITECTURE OF CRISIS

PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE
THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE.
RIGHT - COTTAGE 3, VIEW FROM MY BED AT
NIGHT.

Noticing the details
Polaroid photos work very well in a macro setting.

When I shot the photo essay, I focused on a maximum subject
length of 10 meters. I wanted to create a personal connection
between the subject and the object (viewer). For the gaze to be
invited into this scene. As though it were food for hungry eyes.
Top Laundry Tap Cottage 3

Stippled Glass
There were six types of stippled glass in the
cottage. They represented different eras and parts
of the narrative for this building. Approximately
aged from 1920 - 1950.

Left - Bathroom photo cottage 3 - stippled glass

Dappled Light

Reign Geller

This northeast-facing bedroom had full
sunlight in the morning and dappled light
in the late afternoon. The patterns were
mesmerising. A number of the rooms had
interesting shadows depicted in the
polaroids.

MUSEUM DIRECTOR

Left - Cottage 3 Bedroom 2, eastern window
Right - Cottage 3 Bedroom 2, northen window

Domestic Discoveries
Stream of consciousness.

L-R
01 — Kitchen through to laundry
02 — Laundry after word installation during my residency
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Polaroid photos en masse

Exhibitions are communication tools that
can be created for a variety of reasons.
Sometimes they are for teaching and
learning. On other occasions, they can be
used to remember or memorialise the past.
When I did this photo essay, I did not know
we were about to enter a pandemic or that I
would be invited a year later to exhibit my
images. I took them for personal reasons,
fascinated by the history of quarantine.
Working on this exhibition has left me with a
sense of comfort. Somehow what remains
from before, the cottages and scenery
impart a type of resilience. The knowledge
that we will endure.

Bedroom polaroids

It will be now as it
was then.
The sun will still rise
in the east and set in
the west.
The birds will still
sing.
This moment in
time, it is neither
before nor after.
Excerpt from the poem The Architect's
Map published by Archiol and authored by
Nicole Cullinan
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Recognising the need
is the primary condition
for design.
Charles Eames

Right - Cottage 3 Pathway
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